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NEWULTIMATE - PURE RACING

At NewUltimate it all began with a seatpost +15 years ago and now we are
proud to present a programwith a wide range of components
– for “pure racing” as we say.

We are a smalland passionate company who care about the details of our
products without compromising the quality, and the safety of our customers.

Welcome to the world of NewUltimate.
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flat bar
evo
carbon
and white graphics.

Optimal mix of high end fibers brings the
weight of this 700/740mm bar start from only
115 grams. 8 degree backsweep. Comes in
Matt or Clear UD finish and white graphics.

upsweep 0°
backsweep 8°
diameter 31,8mm
sizes 700/740mm
weight 115/120 grams
colour matt or clear
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riser bar
evo
carbon Tomatch our flat barwemade this very lightweight

129 grams low riser bar. Same 8 degree backsweep
- but with 5 degree upsweep and 10mm rise. Comes
inMatt or Clear UD finish and white graphics.

upsweep 5°
backsweep 8°
rise 10mm
diameter 31,8mm
sizes 700mm
weight 129 grams
colors matt or clear



reach 85mm
drop 125mm
diameter 31,8mm
sizes 400mm, 420mm, 440mm (C/C)
weight 185 grams
colors matt or clear
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race bar
evo

Carbon road handlebardesigned with a mixof detail carbonand a low weight of 185 grams. Flat top section grooved
for finger/hand ergonomics - cable guide underneath
- friction area to avoid slippage of stem and shifters.



angel +/-7°
diameter 31,8mm
sizes 70mm, 80mm, 90mm, 100mm,

110mm, 120mm, 130mm,
weight from 88 grams to 117 grams
colors black anodized
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stem
evo

7050tiOur EVOstem is designed to givemaximum stiffness with
the oversized center section. Forged high quality7050

Alloybrings the weight down and strength up. Front cap
has high friction layer on backside to maximise grip on

carbon bars. All is held into place by super light Titanium bolts.



offset 0mm
diameter 27,2mm, 30,9mm, 31,6mm
sizes 350mm, 410mm
weight from 139 grams
colors black anodized

offset 12mm
diameter 30,9mm, 31,6mm
sizes 350mm, 410mm
weight from 149 grams
colors black anodized
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seatpost
The NewUltimatealloyseatpost was the first product to go into production a dec- alade ago. Since then it has been improved to perfection with double butted 7075

alloy tube and butted bolts made from finest Japanese Titanium.
Also availablewith headparts that gives you 12mm setback for a few gramsmore.
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seatpost
evo
carbon As the namesays, our EVOseatpost is the evolution

of our alloy version. ”Twin tube” technology is used to
get the low weight. High strength fibers in UD finish
and butted bolts made from finest Japanese Titanium.

offset 0mm
diameter 27,2mm, 30,9mm, 31,6mm
sizes 350mm, 410mm
weight from 116 grams
colors matt or clear
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bottle
cage
carbon Thisbottle cage is designed to be installed in multi

positions to match frame or rider size. Lowweight with
matching alloy bolts makes it unique, and it even comes
in beautiful UD finish inmatt or clear with white graphics.

weight 20 grams
colors matt or clear
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spacer
carbon Full carbonspacerin5or

10mm - UD finsh in matt or
clear with white graphics.

height 5mm, 10mm
diameter 1-1/8”
weight 2 grams (5mm)

4 grams (10mm)
colors matt or clear

seatclamp
al Super lightweightseatpost clamp designed to sit a few

millimetrebelow the top of your seatpost for superior
performance. 34.9 diameter - Ti bolt - Anodizedblack
with laser graphics.

diameter 34,9mm
weight 7 grams
colors anodized black

anodized red
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